
Mandated online RAE CVs linked to university eprint archives:  
 

Enhancing UK research impact and assessment 

Stevan Harnad, Les Carr, Tim Brody and Charles Oppenheim make a compelling case for 
optimising the UK's  

pre-eminence in Research Assessment. 

    

Introduction

Being the only country with a national research assessment exercise [1], the UK is today in a unique 
position to make a small change that will confer some large benefits. The Funding Councils should 
mandate that in order to be eligible for Research Assessment and funding, all UK research-active 
university staff must maintain (I) a standardised online RAE-CV, including all designated RAE 
performance indicators, chief among them being (II) the full text of every refereed research paper, 
publicly self-archived in the university's online Eprint Archive and linked to the CV for online 
harvesting, scientometric analysis and assessment. This will (i) give the UK Research Assessment 
Exercise (RAE) far richer, more sensitive and more predictive measures of research productivity and 
impact, for far less cost and effort (both to the RAE and to the universities preparing their RAE 
submissions), (ii) increase the uptake and impact of UK research output, by increasing its visibility, 
accessibility and usage, and (iii) set an example for the rest of the world that will almost certainly be 
emulated, in both respects: research assessment and research access. 
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Figure 1: Predicting RAE Ratings from Citation Impact (Smith & Eysenck 2002) 

The UK already has a Research Assessment Exercise (RAE), every 4 years. The RAE costs a great 
deal of time and energy to prepare and assess, for both universities and assessors (time and energy 
that could be better used to actually do research, rather than preparing and assessing RAE returns). 

The Journal Impact Factor

An important and predictive measure of research impact in many areas of research is the Journal 
Impact Factor (JIF) of the journal in which the article appears. The JIF is the average number of 
citations per article per year. The number of times an article has been cited (hence used) is an 
indication of the importance and uptake of that research. For core journals in all subject areas the JIF 
can be obtained from the Institute of Scientific Information's Journal Citation Reports service, for 
which the UK has a national site license [2]. 
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Figure 2: Predicting Citation Impact From Usage Impact (Physics ArXiv)

The JIF figures only indirectly in the RAE: researchers currently have to submit 4 publications for the 
4-year interval. It is no secret that departments (informally) weight candidate papers by their JIFs in 
deciding on what and whom to submit. Although it is always stressed by the RAE panels that they 
will not judge papers by the journals in which they appeared (but by the quality of their content), it 
would nevertheless be a strange RAE reviewer who was indifferent to the track record, refereeing 
standards, and rejection rate of the journal whose quality-standards a paper has met. (For books or 
other kinds of publications, see below; in general, peer-reviewed journal or conference papers are the 
coin of the research realm, especially in scientific disciplines.) 

Statistical correlational analyses on the numerical outcome of the RAE using average citation 
frequencies predict departmental outcome ratings remarkably closely. Smith & Eysenck [3], for 
example, found a correlation of as high as .91 in Psychology (Figure 1). Oppenheim and collaborators 
[4] [5] and Holmes & Oppenheim [6] found correlations of .80 and higher in other disciplines. 

The power of the indirect journal-based JIF has not yet been tested for predicting RAE rankings, but it 
is no doubt correlated with the well demonstrated RAE predictive power of direct author-based 
citation counts (average or total). Journal impact is the blunter instrument, author or paper impact the 
sharper one (Seglen [7]). But a natural conclusion is that the reliability and validity of RAE rankings 
can and should be maximised by adding and testing as many candidate predictors as possible to a 
weighted multiple regression equation.
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Figure 3: New Online Performance Indicators

Nor is there any reason why the RAE should be done, at great effort and expense, every 4 years! 
Since the main determining factor in the RAE outcome ratings is research impact, there is no reason 
why research impact should not be continuously assessed, using not only author and paper citation 
counts and the JIF, but the many other measures derivable from such a rich research performance 
indicator database. There is now not only a method to assess UK research impact (i) continuously, (ii) 
far more cheaply and effortlessly for all involved, and (iii) far more sensitively and accurately 
(Figures 2-4), but doing the RAE this new way will also dramatically enhance UK research impact 
itself, (iv) increasing research visibility, usage, citation and productivity, simply by maximising its 
accessibility (Figures 5-8). 
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Figure 4: Time-Course of Citations and Usage (Physics ArXiv)

RAE Online 

The method in question is to implement the RAE henceforth online-only, with only two critical 
components: (a) a continuously updated and continuously accessible RAE-standardised online CV 
(containing all potential performance indicators: publications, grants, doctoral students, presentations, 
etc.) [8] for every researcher plus (b) a link from each CV to the full digital text of every published 
paper _ books discussed separately below _ self-archived in that researcher's university Eprint 
Archive (an online archive of that institution's peer-reviewed research output) [9]. (See the free, open-
source software developed at Southampton to allow universities to create their own institutional 
Eprint Archives [10]). 
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Figure 5: Open Online Full-Text Access Enhances Citations Dramatically (Computer Science)

Currently, university peer-reviewed research output _ funded by government research grants, the 
researcher's time paid for by the researcher's institution _ is given, free, by all researchers, to the peer-
reviewed journals in which it appears. The peer-reviewed journals in turn perform the peer-review, 
which assesses, improves and then certifies the quality of the research; (this is one of the indirect 
reasons why the RAE depends on peer-reviewed journal publications) (Figure 7). There is a hierarchy 
of peer-reviewed journals, from those with the highest quality standards (and hence usually the 
highest rejection rates and impact factors) at the top, grading all the way down to the lowest-quality 
journals at the bottom [11]. The peers review for free; they are just the researchers again, wearing 
other hats. But it costs the journals something to implement the peer reviewing [12]. 
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Figure 6: The Vast and Varied Influence of Research Impact

Partly because of the cost of peer review, but mostly because of the much larger cost of print on paper 
and its dissemination, plus online enhancements, journals make charges (subscriptions, licenses, pay-
per-view) for access to researchers' papers, (even though the researchers gave them the papers for free 
[13]). The effect is a great loss of potential research impact, because most institutions cannot afford to 
pay the access-tolls to most peer-reviewed journals, (there are 20,000 in all, across disciplines), but 
only to a small and shrinking proportion of them [14].

Opening Access 

Hence the second dramatic effect of revising the RAE -- so as to transform it into online continuous 
assessment based on the institutional self-archiving of all UK peer-reviewed research output -- will be 
to make all that UK research accessible to all those would-be users worldwide whose access is 
currently blocked by toll barriers (Figure 8). If RAE mandates self-archiving, university departments 
will mandate it too. See, for example, the draft Southampton self-archiving policy [15].

The UK full-text peer-reviewed research archives will not only be continuously accessible to all 
potential users, but the access will be continuously assessable, in the form not only of continuously 
updated impact estimates based on the classical measure of impact, i.e. citations, but usage will also 
be measured at earlier stages than citation, namely downloads ("hits," Figure 2)[16] of both peer-
reviewed "postprints" and pre-refereeing "preprints". Many powerful new online measures of research 
productivity and impact will also develop around this rich UK research performance database 
(Figures 3-4), further increasing the sensitivity and predictiveness of the RAE analyses. (See the 
online impact-measuring scientometric search engines we have developed at Southampton [17] [18]). 
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All that is required (Figure 9) is for the RAE to move to online submissions, mandating online CVs 
linked to the full-text draft of each peer-reviewed publication in the researcher's institutional Eprint 
Archive [19]. Reference link-based impact assessment engines like citebase and Web of Science [20] 
can then be used by RAE to derive ever richer and more accurate measures of research productivity 
and impact (Figure 3), available to the RAE continuously. Universities could continuously monitor 
and improve their own research productivity and impact, using those same measures. And the rest of 
the world could see and emulate the system, and its measurable effects on research visibility, uptake 
and impact. 

What to Do about Royalty-Bearing Books? 

Just a few loose ends: books are usually not give-aways, as peer-reviewed research is, so full-text self-
archiving is probably not viable for book output, (apart from esoteric monographs that produce 
virtually no royalty revenue). But even if the book's full text itself cannot be made accessible online, 
its metadata and references can be! Then the citation of books by the online peer-reviewed 
publications becomes a measurable and usable estimate of their impact too. And for disciplines where 
research and productivity do not consist of text at all, but of other forms of digital output, both online 
usage counts and citations by text publications can still be used to estimate impact; and there are 
always the further kinds of performance indicators in the standardised RAE-CV that can be used to 
design discipline-specific metrics. 

Conclusions

The UK is uniquely placed to move ahead with this and lead the world, because the RAE is already in 
place. The Netherlands has no formal RAE yet, but it is about to implement a national system of open 
research archiving for all of its universities called DARE [21]. It is just a matter of time before they 
too realise that a marriage between a national network of DARE-style institutional Eprint Archives 
and CVs plus a national RAE-style research assessment exercise make a natural, indeed an optimal 
combination.

But although the naturalness and optimality _ indeed the inevitability _ of all this is quite transparent, 
it is a fact that research culture is slow to change of its own accord, even in what is in its own best 
interests. That, however, is precisely why we have funding councils and research assessment: to make 
sure that researchers do what is best for themselves, and best for research, and hence also best for the 
supporters (and beneficiaries) of research, namely, tax-paying society. The institutional self-archiving 
of research output, for the sake of maximising research access and impact, has been much too slow in 
coming, even though it has already been within reach for several years. The UK and the RAE are now 
in a position to lead the world research community to the optimal and the inevitable [22]. 

We at Southampton and Loughborough, meanwhile, keep trying to do our bit to hasten the 
optimal/inevitable for research and researchers. At Loughborough we are clearing the way for 
universal self-archiving of university research output by sorting out the copyright issues (and non-
issues [23]). At Southampton we are planning to harvest all the metadata form the submissions to 
RAE 2001 [24] into RAEprints, a "meta-archive" that is intended to demonstrate what RAE returns 
would look like if this RAE upgrade proposal were adopted. Of course (i) RAEprints will contain 
only four papers per researcher, rather than their full peer-reviewed research output, (ii) it will only 
contain the metadata for those papers (author, title, journal name), not the full text and the all-
important references cited. But we will also try to enhance the demo by adding as much of this 
missing data as we can find – both from Journal Citation Reports [20] and from the Web itself – to 
give at least a taste of the possibilities: using paracite [25] an on-line citation-seeker that goes out and 
tries to find peer-reviewed full-text papers on the Web, we will "stock" RAEprints with as much as 
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turns out to be available online currently _ and then we will invite all the RAE 2001 
researcher/authors to add their full texts to RAEprints too! 

We hope that the UK Funding Councils will put their full weight behind our recommended approach 
(Figure 9) when they publish their long-awaited review of the RAE process [26].

 
Figure 7: The Limited Impact Provided By Toll-Based Access Alone
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Figure 8: Maximising Research Impact Through Self-Archiving of University Research Output
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Figure 9: What Needs to be Done to Fill the Eprint Archives 
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